
DUBLEXO
Multifunctional modular sofa with sleeping function

Backrest sofa divided, centre split, 3-step back elevation: sit, relax, bed position     
Chair 3-step back elevation

Upholstery coffered quilting, fabric not detachable
Mattress dual pocket spring 
Armrests see armrest options
Legs see leg options
Frame black steel

chair with standard leg

mattress size appr.: 90 x 115 cm

chair with leg version 'EIK'

mattress size appr.: 90 x 115 cm

chair with armrests 'FREJ'

mattress size appr.: 90 x 115 cm

sofa without armrest, with standard legs

mattress size appr: 115 x 200 cm

sofa with leg  'EIK'

mattress size appr: 115 x 200 cm

sofa with upholstered armrests

mattress size appr: 115 x 200 cm

sofa with armrests  'FREJ'

mattress size appr: 115 x 200 cm
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DUBLEXO with upholstered armrest    DUBLEXO without armrest

For all styles with and without armrests:

  STYLETTO   STYLETTO   STYLETTO STEM                CHROM

light dark black light

Varianten EIK / FREJ

  EIK light FREJ light   EIK Smoked Oak FREJ Smoked Oak

Stoffwahl für das Schnelllieferprogramm 

527-MIXED-DANCE
NATURAL

558-SOFT
INDIGO

563-TWIST
CHARCOAL
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Throughout the past 50 years the quality of the mattresses has been 
continually improved to increase comfort and longevity.
The materials used are free of harmful substances.

Seat an back of DUBLEXO:

Dual pocket spring matress

upholstery fabric

non woven material

fiberfill

foam casing

non woven material

fiberfill

foam casing

pocket spring

non woven material

metal mesh

rigid metal frame

Extras for even more comfort:

The INNO Topper for DUBLEXO appr. 120 x 200 x 5 cm

Mattress made of 5 cm PU-Foam
Cover made of 100 % breathable polyester fabric,
removable and washable at 60° celsius

Use provided fabric to roll up, velcro closure
and handle for easy storage and handling

Mattress cover
appr. 120 x 200 x 2 cm

Ellipse cushion (2 pc.) appr. 13 x 25 x 55 cm

Roll cushion (2 pc.) appr. Ø 25 x 55 cm

Dapper cushion appr. 45 x 45 cm

Dapper cushion appr. 40 x 60 cm

Dapper cushion appr. 50 x 80 cm

Dapper cushion appr. 60 x 60 cm

Circle cushion appr. Ø 40 cm

Circle cushion appr. Ø 45 cm

Specifically for these models designed mattress
can be folds and bent easily and repeatedly.
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